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Perhaps
something is starting to break
in the stammering seconds
in the acrobatic heart beating
where we are bleeding
without kisses or chants
while in the distance
your city and mine
die of rainstorms
and you hurt me
you hurt me eliciting my doubts
like the night
like my vocation for void
and the kneel down nights of your people
(caressed by the murmur of water and rage)
I am afraid
I see myself trembling
before the infinite solitude of the south
and I do not want to tell you more
about the space
between the fall and the acrobat
(scene of that sweet battle mouth to mouth)
stop this carousel
that does not stop turning inside my head
stop this fragrance
of cemetery freedom and flowers
I do not know about words
nor understand the squares in the window
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I understand a lot less the landscape
that is invented after
I only know
that here I am
saturated by nights
exiled from a country
that only exists in the shadows
that nostalgia draws up
(nobody chooses borders like a postcard)
when the gardens of the world
are filled with equestrian statues
of cowards
we are standing
in the centre of what it couldn’t be
and to be here
is an inevitable mirage
yet
I haven’t cried for your absence
and I haven’t cried
because one day I left our home
with my hands tied to the silence
and my childhood broken in little pieces
how to tell you
that my heart is a dead bird
that I lose myself in each mirror
without violence in my gaze
that my language is now
the language of the enemy
and I do not have more
than my poor delirium
defeated by the distance
I only know that here I am
writing with the burden
of a postponed revolution
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